CHAPTER ONE

CREATING SIGNIFICANT LEARNING EXPERIENCES

The Key to Quality in Educational Programs

We won’t meet the needs for more and better higher education until professors become designers of learning experiences and not teachers.

—Larry Spence (2001)

Every year, in the United States alone, more than one million college teachers prepare to teach classes, and more than twenty million students come to learn. Most of us teach four to eight courses a year. As we engage in this task, we have two options. We can continue to follow traditional ways of teaching, repeating the same practices that we and others in our disciplines have used for years. Or we can dare to dream about doing something different, something special in our courses that would significantly improve the quality of student learning. This option leads to the question faced by teachers everywhere and at all levels of education: Should we make the effort to change or not?

Given the scale of education and its significance for individual lives and society at large, the response of teachers to this enduring question is of immense importance. What are the factors affecting our response? This chapter and this book will present some ideas about this question. As Spence asserts in the chapter-opening epigraph, I, too, will argue that college teachers need to learn how to design courses more effectively for higher education to significantly improve the quality of its educational programs.

The primary intent of this opening chapter is to describe the unusual and exciting situation in higher education at the present time. A variety of developments have created an extremely strong need to improve the
quality of our educational programs. At the same time, a wealth of new ideas on teaching have emerged since the 1990s that offer college teachers unusual opportunities to make a creative response to this situation. Near the end of this chapter, I will present the reasons why course design, in my view, is the right place to integrate several of these new ideas and, at the same time, constitutes the single most significant change most teachers can make to improve the quality of their teaching and of student learning.

How Satisfactory Are Current Forms of Instruction?

When examined from outside the academy, our present teaching practices appear to be not only adequate but even quite good. The demand for our services remains high. The percentage of graduating high school students who choose to come to college is nearly 70 percent and continues to rise. The percentage of adults enrolling in some kind of higher education program also remains strong and growing. And American higher education continues to be very attractive to students from around the world.

But when we examine the situation from inside the academy and look at the quality of student learning, we find a more disturbing picture. How well are college students learning what they should be learning? People obviously have different views about what they think students ought to be learning in college but many people have shown some concern about the results of some recent studies. In 2006, Derek Bok, former president of Harvard, published a book called *Our Underachieving Colleges: A Candid Look at How Much Students Learn and Why They Should Be Learning More.* He conducted a meta-analysis of studies examining how well students in American universities achieved eight different kinds of learning, for example, how to communicate, how to think, preparing for citizenship, and so on. With all eight kinds of learning, his conclusion was the same: Students are achieving some level of learning—but nowhere near what they could be learning and should be learning. More recently, Arum and Roksa (2011) raised many eyebrows with the conclusion that 45 percent of the 2,300 students assessed in twenty-four institutions showed no statistically significant improvement in their critical thinking skills during the first year and a half of college.

Similarly, an expanding study of liberal arts education in a sample of institutional types currently involves over seventeen thousand students in forty-nine institutions (Blaich and Wise, 2011). They are studying seven outcomes: critical thinking, need for cognition, interest in diversity, attitudes toward diversity, moral reasoning, leadership, and well-being. Their
data so far indicate that although a majority of students show “moderate” improvement in some thinking skills, more than a third demonstrate a decline in these same skills. Of more concern is the data that the majority of seniors actually graduate with less academic motivation and openness to diversity than when they started. Of special concern to this study is the conclusion by the authors that “we also identified a set of teaching practices and conditions that predict student growth on a wide variety of outcomes. This would seem to suggest that across the institutions in the study, these effective teaching practices and institutional conditions are not prevalent enough to produce widespread change (www.liberalarts.wabash.edu/study-research). In other words, when the institution and the professors practice what we know to be good educational practice, students show growth. But these practices are hardly being used at all!

These studies suggest that current practices in higher education are not succeeding in generating the kind of learning among graduates that societal leaders believe are important for individuals and for society in the twenty-first century. Why might this be?

**Cause of These Shortcomings**

The basic problem is that, although faculty members want their students to achieve higher kinds of learning, they continue to use teaching practices that are not effective at promoting such learning. When interviewed, faculty often make reference to higher-level learning goals such as critical thinking but they have traditionally relied heavily on lecturing as their main form of teaching. In a study in 1980 of eighteen hundred faculty in five different types of institutions (including small private colleges), 73 to 83 percent chose lectures as their primary method of instruction (Blackburn and others, 1980). A survey nearly two decades later involving nearly a third of all US faculty, found the same results: 76 percent identified lecture as their primary instructional method (Finkelstein, Seal, and Schuster, 1998). Although those percentages may have dropped slightly since that second report, my interactions with faculty suggest that lecturing is still by far the dominant mode of teaching.

What kinds of results does lecturing, even good lecturing, produce? A long history of research indicates lecturing has limited effectiveness in helping students

- Retain information after a course is over.
- Develop an ability to transfer knowledge to novel situations.
• Develop skill in thinking or problem solving.
• Achieve affective outcomes, such as motivation for additional learning or a change in attitude.

Although the following two studies were conducted some years ago, there is no reason to believe that the impact of lecturing demonstrated by them has changed. In the first, a carefully designed test at Norwich University in England, teachers gave a lecture specifically designed to be effective (McLeish, 1968). Students were given a test on their recall of facts, theory, and application of the content. They were allowed to use their own lecture notes and even a printed summary of the lecture. At the end of the lecture, the average level of the students’ recall of information was 42 percent. One week later, even with the benefit of taking the same test a second time, students’ recall had dropped to 20 percent—a drop of over 50 percent in one week!

In another study, in the United States, students who took a year-long, two-semester course on introductory economics were compared with students who had never had the course at all (Saunders, 1980). More than twelve hundred students in the two groups were given a test on the content of the course.

At the end of the course, students who took the course scored only 20 percent higher than students who had never had the course. Two years later, the difference was 15 percent. Seven years later, the difference was only 10 percent.

Collectively the results from these and other studies (many of which are summarized in an excellent study by Lion Gardiner, 1994) suggest that our current instructional procedures are not working very well. Students are not learning even basic general knowledge, they are not developing higher-level cognitive skills, and they are not retaining their knowledge very well. In fact, there is no significant difference between students who take courses and students who do not.

**Are People Concerned About These Problems?**

Clearly not everyone is concerned about the results of present forms of instructional practice; otherwise, there would be greater pressure to make substantial changes. However, when one looks carefully at the reactions of many faculty, students, and the public to the quality of student learning, one finds an awareness, perhaps even a growing awareness, that something is not right.
Faculty Concerns. When I talk with faculty, many say their biggest concern is low student attendance in class. Many see daily class attendance running around 50 percent by mid-semester in their lower division courses. And they report other problems as well. Many of the students who do attend spend much of their class time checking their phone message and so on. Students do not complete reading assignments. The energy level in class discussions is low. Students focus on grades rather than on learning. Textbooks keep getting larger and larger, which means teachers have to work harder and harder to cover the material. Many say they have lost the joy in their teaching. And when they try to change, they often feel unsupported by students, colleagues, and their institution.

Student Concerns. Students, for their part, have similar concerns. They often complain about courses not being very interesting, that they just sit and take notes and then cram for exam after exam. They have difficulty seeing the value or significance of what they are learning. They, too, see the textbooks getting larger and larger; for them this means greater cost as well as more material that they have to learn, master, or memorize for the test.

In one extensive study of student reaction to their instruction (summarized in Courts and McInerney, 1993, pp. 33–38), students’ most common criticism was focused on the quality of their overall education, the way teachers teach, and the level of performance expected of the students. By far the most common concern was directed specifically at the tendency of teachers to rely primarily on lectures and workbook exercises to transmit information, on the absence of interaction, and on the lack of what student after student referred to as “hands-on learning.” Additional conclusions included the following:

- Students were not self-directed learners. They were not confident in their ability to approach a problem and figure it out on their own.
- The students evidenced a powerful sense that they were not learning as much as they could or should be.
- Many of the students voiced a belief that their college teachers do not really care much about them or about promoting their learning or interacting with them.
- The result? Students do not engage fully or energetically in learning something they do not want to learn or see no reason for learning.

My conversations with students on my own campus and elsewhere indicate that they also are feeling very fragmented and isolated. The
fragmented feeling comes from their observation that their courses do not connect to each other; there is “this course” and “that course” but no coherent education. Their feelings of isolation come from not having much interaction with other students, either in class or out of class, about course-related matters. The net result? Low intellectual effort by students. Although most college teachers say they expect two hours of out-of-class study time for each hour of class, students are spending much less than that. Teachers’ expectations would mean that a full-time student who is enrolled in five three-credit-hour courses would need to study thirty hours per week. However, studies of actual student study time repeatedly indicate that most students spend six hours or less per week—for all their courses combined! They spend much more time socializing, working, or watching TV (several studies, cited in Gardiner, 1994, p. 52).

Public Concerns. The public is also beginning to be concerned about what they perceive to be the poor quality of higher education in this country. This is a significant part of the impetus behind the move in many state legislatures to set up accountability programs and even performance-based appropriations. The Chronicle of Higher Education reported that, as of that date [1998], “11 states tie some appropriations to measures of public institutions’ performance, and 15 more are likely to follow suit within the next five years” (Carnevale, Johnson, and Edwards, 1998, p. B6). Two years later the Chronicle published an article about a proposal by the Board of Regents for the whole University of Texas system to set up competency tests (Schmidt, 2000). The article noted that a “growing number of states [were looking] to the large-scale administering of competency tests as a means of setting standards for public colleges, or students, or both” (p. A35). In this article, the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems was quoted as reporting that, in the past two years, there has been a “significant increase in the number of states seriously considering—or actively piloting—standardized testing as a deliberate element of higher education policy.”

Clearly many people believe we need to improve the quality of higher education. But what changes need to be made?

Base Need: Significant Learning Experiences for Students

Beneath each of these several levels of concern is a fundamental need and that is for students to have a significant learning experience. If this
could happen more frequently and more consistently in higher education, everyone—faculty, students, parents, institutions, and society at large—would be much more satisfied with the quality of higher education than they are at the present time.

**Significant Learning Experiences**

One way of focusing this issue is to search for ways of providing students with significant learning experiences. If we can find ways to identify and create learning experiences that students and others can agree are truly significant, we will have made important progress in our effort to improve the quality of higher education. What might such learning experiences be like?

The central idea of this phrase—“significant learning”—is that teaching should result in something others can look at and say, “That learning experience resulted in something that is truly significant in terms of the students’ lives.” How can we properly define and characterize that kind of learning experience?

First of all, it means that we want students in our courses to do something more than just put information about the course content into their short-term memory. Research has shown that this kind of learning results in most students not being able to recall this information even a short time later. By contrast, significant learning is learning that makes a difference in how people live—and the kind of life they are capable of living. We want that which students learn to become part of how they think, what they can and want to do, what they believe is true about life, and what they value—and we want it to increase their capability for living life fully and meaningfully.

This ambitious goal in teaching has two requirements. First, it requires multiple kinds of specific learning by students, that is, something more than understanding and remembering discipline-related information. The taxonomy of significant learning that will be introduced in the next chapter identifies six kinds of learning that can contribute to this requirement. Second, significant learning requires that we help students connect what they learn in our courses with their “life file” rather than just with their “course file.” This reflects my observation that students seem to have two files in their head. The course file is where they put everything they learn in school or in the university; they draw on this file only when they take tests, do homework, and so on. The other is their life file; this is where they put the lessons from their everyday life, and they draw on this file for all their life decisions, questions, actions, and so on. Sometimes it
seems like these two files are totally disconnected. If we want to promote significant learning, we need to help students connect what they learn in our courses with their life file. In general, this means drawing from students’ past and current life experiences when building the basis for their learning and then linking new learning to possible future life experiences.

We also need to recognize that a significant learning experience has both a process and an outcome dimension. And each of these dimensions has two features, as shown in Exhibit 1.1.

In a powerful learning experience, students will be engaged in their own learning, there will be a high energy level associated with it, and the whole process will have important outcomes or results. Not only will students learn throughout the course but by the end of the course they will also clearly have changed in some important way—they will have learned something important. And that learning will have the potential for changing their lives in an important way. It has been my observation that all significant learning has the potential to improve people’s lives in one or more of the following ways:

- **Enhancing our individual lives**: Developing an ability, for example, to enjoy good art and music, developing a thoughtful philosophy of life, and so on
- **Enhancing our social interactions with others**: Knowing how to engage others in more positive ways in both formal and informal relationships
- **Become more informed and thoughtful citizens**: Developing our readiness to participate in civic activities at one or more levels, for example, the local

### Exhibit 1.1. Characteristics of Significant Learning Experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engaging</strong>: Students are engaged in their learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High energy</strong>: Class has a high energy level.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results, impact, outcomes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lasting change</strong>: Course results in significant changes in the students, changes that continue after the course is over and even after the students have left the university.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Value in life</strong>: What the students learn has a high potential for being of value in their lives after the course is over, that is, in their individual, social, civic, and work lives.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
community, state government, national government, and international advocate groups

- **Preparing us for the world of work**: Developing the knowledge, skills, and attitudes necessary for being effective in one or more professional fields

### An Analogy

As a person who enjoys good restaurants, I see an analogy between what restaurants have to do to provide a high-quality dining experience and what colleges have to do to provide a high-quality educational experience. Without meaning to slight other important factors, three key aspects of a good dining experience are an inviting menu, well-prepared food, and prompt and thoughtful service. If any one of these ingredients is missing, the quality of the dining experience is significantly lowered. But the quality of the food is especially important: this is the fundamental reason for going to a restaurant in the first place. If the food is not well prepared, the restaurant is going to have problems, no matter how exciting the menu or how friendly the wait staff.

Similarly, in higher education, colleges need to assemble good curricula, good instruction, and good faculty who can interact well with students. If any one of these is not done well, the quality of the educational experience suffers significantly. Again, though, the quality of the instruction is critically important. This is the fundamental reason people go to college. If the instruction is not done well, it does not matter how exciting the course titles in the curriculum or how kind the faculty; the overall learning experience will be deficient.

If we propose to change and improve higher education so that students will have more significant learning experiences, both the faculty and the institutions will need to make some big changes. Is this possible and likely?

### Faculty: Ready for Change?

The question that all faculty face is this: “Should I spend the time and effort to learn about and implement new ways of teaching?” Essentially all faculty members feel more than fully loaded already with all their present teaching, research, and service obligations. So suggesting that faculty members take on a substantial new task aimed at their own professional development is no small issue. Their response to this question, then, would appear to rest on the issue of whether there is a good basis for saying, “Yes,
I should invest in learning how to teach better.” Is there a potential benefit that has sufficient value and sufficient likelihood of happening that would justify the time and effort required?

The answer to this question lies within each faculty member. It is my experience and belief that nearly all faculty have deep inner dreams of what they would like their teaching to be like—and those dreams are significantly different from their ordinary, everyday experiences in the classroom. If some way could be found to encourage faculty to dream their dreams and to have a realistic hope of making these dreams a reality, they would have the basis they need for saying, “Yes, it is worthwhile for me to invest in learning how to be a better teacher.”

Do they have such dreams? Not only do they have dreams but they also have wonderful dreams. I have been giving numerous workshops on the subject of designing courses since 2001 from California to Connecticut, in large state universities, regional colleges, small private colleges, special-purpose institutions, and community colleges. The task of designing something is inherently creative, so I ask faculty to exercise their creativity by “dreaming and imagining” for a moment.

Imagine yourself teaching in a perfect situation, where the students will do anything and everything you ask of them. They will read everything and write everything you ask them to. They will do it on time and do it well. In this special situation, you can do anything you want as a teacher and can have any kind of impact on students that you desire. The only limitation is your own imagination.

Question: In your deepest, fondest dreams, what kind of impact would you most like to have on your students? That is, when the course is over and it is now one or two years later, what would you like to be true about students who have participated in your courses that is not true of others? What is the distinctive educational impact you would like for your teaching and your courses to have on your students?”

The creative energy that teachers pour into answering this question is immense, and the answers themselves are absolutely marvelous to behold. Typical responses include statements such as the following:

My dream is that students, one to two years after the course is over, will be able to . . .
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- Apply and use what they learn in real-life situations.
- Find ways to make the world better, be able to make a difference.
- Develop a deep curiosity.
- Engage in lifelong learning.
- Experience the “joy of learning.”
- Take pride in what they have done and can accomplish, in whatever discipline or line of work they choose.
- See the importance of community building, both at work and in their personal lives.
- See the connections between themselves and their own beliefs, values, and actions and those of others.
- Think about problems and issues in integrated ways rather than in separated and compartmentalized ways.
- See connections among multiple perspectives.
- See the need for change in the world and be a change agent.
- Be creative problem solvers.
- Develop key skills in life, such as communication skills.
- Understand and be able to use the basic principles of my course.
- Stay positive, despite the setbacks and challenges of life and work.
- Mentor others.
- Continue to grow as critical thinkers.
- Value continuous improvement.

Following this dreaming exercise, I also ask faculty to individually make an artistic representation of their dream. This can be in whatever form they choose: a picture, a poem, a song, a mime, a simple dramatization, or whatever. Making a picture is the most common response but almost every workshop has elicited all the other forms as well. Then participants are asked to share their dreams and the artistic representations in small groups. Following this, each group selects something to share with the whole set of participants.

The process of illustrating and sharing dreams has the effect of enlarging and enhancing them in valuable ways. An example of this is the dream of Gina Masequesmay, a professor of Asian American studies at California State University at Northridge:

My dream is for my students to be able to think critically, to incorporate this thinking in their daily lives, and to share that knowledge and compassion with others in order to work toward a just world for all.
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To be able to think critically is to first realize that knowledge/truth is conditioned by power. What that means is that one’s understanding of the world is biased by one’s social location in society, and therefore, all perspectives are partial. In order to have a fuller view of what is really happening in the world, one needs to step outside of one’s biased/cultural lens that limits one’s view and to be reflective of this process of attempting to be “critical” as opposed to accepting authority without questions.

The rest of her group then added their dreams to hers. They integrated critical thinking, compassion, and sharing with the dreams of reflective thinking, continuity over time, and the goal of developing this learning in a step-by-step process.

These are exciting dreams. If we can find ways to do whatever needs to be done to make such dreams a reality, higher education will be more exciting and students will graduate with a very different kind of education than seems to be the norm at the present time.

Dreams such as these, though, raise the question of whether institutions of higher education—the places where faculty work and where these events all take place—are ready to change in ways that will support faculty change more effectively.

Institutional Change: Coming, Ready or Not!

Faculty members are not likely to make the decision to change without support from their institutions. They need to feel that their institutions truly value better learning and better teaching and are willing to provide faculty with what they need in order to learn new ways of teaching: time, encouragement, institutional centers that can provide the ideas that faculty need, reward, and so on. Are institutions ready to change? The view in many circles is that such change is not an option or a choice for institutions; it is inevitable. Change is going to happen, whether institutions are ready for it or not. What is the nature of this change and what is driving it?

The Forces Driving Institutional Change

Since about 1990, a number of voices have been predicting that higher education is about to undergo major change and have advocated for that change. What they see coming is a structural change, prompted in part but not solely by new technology. Included in this change is the need for a new
vision of what constitutes “good learning” and the kind of pedagogy that will generate that kind of learning.

One of the voices is that of Dolence and Norris, whose short but visionary report, *Transforming Higher Education* (1995), presents the general view that society is undergoing a fundamental transformation from the Industrial Age to the Information Age. One consequence of that change is that most social institutions will also be transformed, including higher education. Society and individual learners now have different needs, in terms of both what people need to learn and how they can and should learn. Dolence and Norris’s formulation of the different characteristics associated with learning in the Industrial Age and the Information Age are shown in Exhibit 1.2.

Exhibit 1.2. Higher Education in the Industrial Age and the Information Age.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industrial Age</th>
<th>Information Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teaching franchise</td>
<td>Learning franchise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider-driven, a set time for learning</td>
<td>Individualized learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information infrastructure as support tool</td>
<td>Information infrastructure as the fundamental instrument of transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual technologies</td>
<td>Technology synergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time out for education</td>
<td>Just-in-time learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuing education</td>
<td>Perpetual learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separate learning systems</td>
<td>Fused learning systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional courses, degrees, and academic calendars</td>
<td>Unbundled learning experiences based on learner needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching and certification of mastery are combined</td>
<td>Learning and certification of mastery are related, yet separable, issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-end, lump-sum payment based on length of academic process</td>
<td>Point-of-access payment for exchange of intellectual property based on value added</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collections of fragmented, narrow, and proprietary systems</td>
<td>Seamless, integrated, comprehensive and open systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucratic systems</td>
<td>Self-informing, self-correcting systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigid, predesigned processes</td>
<td>Families of transactions customizable to the needs of learners, faculty, and staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology push</td>
<td>Learning vision pull</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based in part on the special capabilities of information technology, the primary force that will drive change in higher education is the fact that traditional institutions are about to lose their “exclusive franchise,” that is, their monopoly on providing postsecondary learning. New providers have already appeared and are competing effectively for students: corporate universities, the University of Phoenix (offering a combination of classes at distributed sites and online courses; see http://www.phoenix.edu), and Virtual University (a completely online university; see http://ksurf.net/vu). Universities that stick to the Industrial Age or factory model will probably continue to exist but will increasingly be at a competitive disadvantage. Traditional universities are insufficiently flexible; they focus on processes and outputs (graduates) rather than on outcomes (significant learning) and they operate in a way that generates high cost (Dolence and Norris, 1995). If the new vendors succeed in unbundling the degree package and offering students a high-quality learning experience focused on what learners need and want, offering certification of that learning, and doing so at greater convenience or lower cost or both, they will attract a significant amount of enrollment away from traditional institutions and deservedly so. Unless, of course, traditional institutions make some significant changes and offer programs that meet these same requirements. Either way, the key requirement will be the ability to offer a high-quality learning experience. The advantage will go to those institutions that learn how to do that better, sooner, and at the least cost (calculated in terms of time and effort as well as money).

Does anyone else think these changes are likely to happen? Frank Newman, former president of the Education Commission of the States, argued that higher education is entering a period of major change and, at the beginning of this century he identified four major forces that are driving this change (Newman, Couturier, and Seurey, 2004):

- In Newman’s view, the first of the four forces driving many of the other changes is information technology. This technology is now sufficiently widespread and sufficiently sophisticated that whole courses and curricula offered completely online are rapidly becoming commonplace.
- The unique capabilities of information technology are stimulating a second force for change, the rapid emergence of new providers of educational services. Corporate organizations and for-profit educational companies are growing rapidly in their offerings of discrete learning packages as well as traditional degree programs.
- This combination of new providers and new modes of delivering educational services is leading to the third force for change: the globalization
of higher education. Educational institutions both in the United States and elsewhere are marketing and offering their courses and degree programs worldwide. One highly visible example of this is Cardean University, a consortium of four American universities (Chicago, Stanford, Columbia, and Carnegie Mellon) and the London School of Economics, which are offering business degrees globally.

- Finally, the foregoing changes also interact with new kinds of students. In the United States, increasing numbers of older students, minority students, and first-generation students continue to seek higher education. In addition, traditional kinds of students are coming into higher education with a greater familiarity with computers and often with part-time jobs. Some of these students will be looking for traditional kinds of educational experiences; others will stay at home and seek their education in a new form of delivery from a provider who can be located anywhere in the world.

Newman predicted that, as a result of these four forces for change, a much higher level of competition than in the past will characterize higher education in the future and the whole enterprise will become much more learning centered. In the years since 2000, we have seen all of Newman’s predictions affirmed. As a result, institutions of higher education are facing significant new pressures to become more open to change. And as this happens, leaders in colleges and universities are realizing they must be more ready than in times past to make significant changes in the way they operate.

**Leading Toward the Right Kind of Change**

As administrative and faculty leaders face this era of major change, the question clearly is not whether they should change but what kind of change they should attempt to make. Historically, higher education in the United States has responded to calls for change when these voices became strong enough. This happened, for example, in the mid-1800s when land-grant universities were established for the purpose of providing a more application-oriented education, in the late 1800s when universities introduced discipline-based research and departments, and in the mid-1900s when society called for greater access to higher education by nontraditional kinds of students.

Since the 1980s a similar chorus of voices has been calling for another change, a change in how students learn and especially in what they learn.
In a sense, these voices are describing the dreams that others in society have for higher education, and these dreams are coming from both national organizations and from well-informed individuals.

**National Organizations.** One of the earliest voices to catch national attention on this subject came from a study group in the National Institute of Education (NIE). Their report, *Involvement in Learning* (1984), acknowledged the positive changes that have occurred in American higher education but also expressed their concern about some problems: problems in student achievement, a shift in undergraduate programs toward narrow specialization, a decline in the attractiveness of faculty careers, and others. They also noted that traditional ways of measuring excellence were inadequate because they focused on resources and inputs, not on “what students actually learn and how much they grow as a result of higher education” (p. 15). The group then urged institutions of higher education to produce demonstrable improvements, not only of “student knowledge” but also in students’ “capabilities, skills, and attitudes between entrance and graduation” (p. 15). This was one of the earliest and strongest calls for college courses to go beyond “content learning.”

One year later the Association of American Colleges (AAC) sponsored a project called “Redefining the Meaning and Purpose of Baccalaureate Degrees.” The language and tone of this report was stronger and even more critical than the NIE report. The opening statement sounded a wake-up call to American higher education:

> The educational failures of the United States are emerging as a major concern of the 1980s. . . . Our report addresses the crisis in American education as it is revealed in the decay of the college course of study and in the role of college faculties in creating and nurturing that decay. . . .

As for what passes for a college curriculum, almost anything goes. We have reached a point where we are more confident about the length of a college education than about its content or purpose. [AAC, 1985, pp. 1–2]

The members of the project group went on to describe a minimum required curriculum that was strikingly different from the by-now-familiar “major and general distribution requirements.” They proposed a new kind of curriculum, the central theme of which was that students should learn “how to learn” (p. 24).
In a similar vein, a report by the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC) called on these universities to be proactive in helping all students develop essential life skills and important values in higher education:

We want to stress that values deserve special attention in this effort. The highest educational challenge we face revolves around developing character, conscience, citizenship, tolerance, civility, and individual and social responsibility in our students. We dare not ignore this obligation in a society that sometimes gives the impression that virtues such as these are discretionary. These should be part of the standard equipment of our graduates, not options. [NASULGC, 1997, pp. 12–13]

At about the same time, Campus Compact, an organization devoted to the promotion of service learning in higher education, cosponsored a meeting at the Wingspread Conference Center in Wisconsin called “The Civic Responsibilities of Research Universities.” In a statement called the “Wingspread Declaration” (Campus Compact, 1998), the conferees proclaimed their belief that research universities must prepare students to be responsible citizens and enable faculty to develop and put their knowledge to work for the betterment of their communities. If one wants to prepare students for “responsible and engaged citizenship,” what should students learn? They should be “learning the skills, developing the habits and identities and acquiring the knowledge to contribute to the general welfare (on campus, in communities, and in the world)” (p. 9).

In 2005, the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) initiated an ambitious national project called “Liberal Education and America’s Promise” (LEAP), aimed at engendering more effective liberal education in American higher education. As part of that project, they surveyed civic, business, and educational leaders nationally about what kind of learning matters in the twenty-first century. This led to a set of “essential learning outcomes” (AAC&U, 2007) that has been used by numerous colleges and universities:

I. Knowledge of Human Cultures and the Physical and Natural World
   • Through study in the sciences and mathematics, social sciences, humanities, histories, languages, and the arts

II. Intellectual and Practical Skills
   • Inquiry and analysis
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• Critical and creative thinking
• Written and oral communication
• Quantitative literacy
• Information literacy
• Teamwork and problem solving

III. Personal and Social Responsibility
• Civic knowledge and engagement—local and global
• Intercultural knowledge and competence
• Ethical reasoning and action
• Foundations and skills for lifelong learning

IV. Integrative Learning
• Synthesis and advanced accomplishment across general and specialized studies

Preprofessional Education. A number of studies have been conducted in various fields of preprofessional education to determine what graduates in those particular fields should know and how changing times have changed what students need to learn. In a major study of business education, Porter and McKibbin (1988) surveyed both business college deans and corporate CEOs to see what changes people in these roles thought were needed in both undergraduate and graduate business education. Their recommendations, among other things, called for more attention to people skills—managing people and leadership—along with integrating corporate and community activities and preparing for lifelong or continuous learning.

More recently the engineering profession’s accreditation body (Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, commonly known as ABET) has taken the need for new kinds of learning a step further and incorporated specific kinds of learning into their accreditation standards (www.abet.org/uploadedFiles/Accreditation/Accreditation_Process/Accreditation_Documents/Current/eac-criteria-2012–2013.pdf). The new standards identify specific kinds of learning that engineering students should have achieved by graduation. These include specific engineering skills or competencies (for example, being able to design a system that meets the client’s needs), general professional skills (for example, being able to communicate effectively), and broad professional perspectives (for example, understanding the impact of engineering solutions in a global and societal context).

At about the same time an advisory committee in the National Science Foundation examined the state of undergraduate education in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). Titled “Shaping the Future,” the report observed that although the United States’ basic research in
science, math, and engineering is world class, its education is still not (1996). Given the importance of science, math, engineering, and technology in the modern world generally and in this field of work in particular, problems in STEM education are quite serious. What should students learn? The authors called on STEM faculty to meet the new expectations of today’s society by building certain attitudes and skills. Specifically, they urged faculty to promote new kinds of learning, for example, developing the skills of communication, teamwork, and lifelong learning.

**Individual Calls for New Kinds of Learning.** In addition to these calls by national and professional organizations for changes in what students learn, a number of people who are careful observers of higher education have published major statements calling for the same thing. One of these is a book by Lion Gardiner (1994) called *Redesigning Higher Education*. After completing a major study on the topic, Gardiner noted that leaders in business, industry, and government have identified several important kinds of learning needed by citizens and workers in the years ahead. He labeled these as “critical competencies” and his list included the following personal characteristics, skills, and dispositions (p. 7):

- Conscientiousness, personal responsibility, and dependability
- The ability to act in a principled, ethical fashion
- Skill in oral and written communication
- Interpersonal and team skills
- Skill in critical thinking and in solving complex problems
- Respect for people different from oneself
- The ability to adapt to change
- The ability and desire for lifelong learning

Richard Paul has focused on one of these critical competencies—critical thinking—in his work as director of the Center for Critical Thinking (www.criticalthinking.org). In *Critical Thinking* (1993), Paul argues that we live in a world with two important characteristics: it is changing rapidly and it is becoming more complex. Based on this view, he concludes that “the work of the future is the work of the mind, intellectual work, work that involves reasoning and intellectual self-discipline” (p. 13). As a result, Paul argues, we all need to parent differently, work differently, and educate differently.

Although the majority of professors in higher education would like to believe they promote critical thinking, a survey of 140 college teachers by Paul and his colleagues led them to believe that most teachers promote only a shallow form of critical thinking. Their study found that the vast
majority, 75 to 80 percent, say they value and do things in their classrooms to promote critical thinking. However, only a small minority (19 percent) are able to give a clear explanation of what critical thinking is. Only 9 percent are clearly teaching for critical thinking on a typical day in class, and only a very small minority (8 percent) are able to identify important criteria and standards by which they evaluate the quality of their students’ thinking (Paul, Elder, and Bartell, 1997). This may be the reason why so many employers still claim that their college graduate hires do not think well, write well, or communicate well.

Are Significantly Better Kinds of Learning Really Possible?

It’s clear that participants in higher education and leaders in society do see a need for colleges and universities to provide educational programs that result in different and more significant kinds of learning. But this raises the question of whether it is in fact possible to change the quality of teaching and learning significantly. Can we really do better than we are doing now?

As it turns out, the scholars, practitioners, and theorists of college teaching have been very active in the last few decades, generating numerous ideas about new and better ways of teaching. These new ideas give us the tools we need to fashion new kinds of learning for our students.

New Paradigms for Teaching

A number of writers have been announcing a paradigm shift in terms of how higher education views pedagogy. In a very influential article published in 1995, Barr and Tagg described what they believed to be a major change already taking place in American higher education. This change is a paradigm shift in which institutions are thinking less about providing instruction (the teaching paradigm) and more about producing learning (the learning paradigm). Their article goes on to note the implications of such a shift for the complete operation of undergraduate education:

Mission and purpose: From improving the quality of instruction to improving the quality of learning criteria for success: from “quality of entering students” to “quality of exiting students”
Teaching and learning structures: From “covering material” to “specific learning results”
Learning theory: From “learning is cumulative and linear” to “learning is a nesting and interaction of frameworks”
Productivity and funding: From defining productivity in terms of “cost per hour of instruction per student” to “cost per unit of learning per student”

Nature of roles: From “faculty being primarily lecturers” to “faculty being primarily designers of learning methods and environments”

The authors state their belief that this shift is both “needed and wanted.” I would agree entirely. The only adjustment I would make is that the real need is not just for institutions to “produce learning” but to “produce significant learning.”

In a similar vein William Campbell and Karl Smith (1997) have presented a comparison of what they call “old and new paradigms” for college teaching (see Exhibit 1.3). The views in the new paradigm reflect many of the themes emphasized for some time by innovative educators in instructional development programs in this country and elsewhere.

Frank Smith has also written about two kinds of learning in a provocative book about “learning and forgetting” (1998). He describes what he calls the “classic” view of learning that sees learning as continual, effortless, and never forgotten. This is the kind of learning that occurs naturally in everyone’s life all the time. This stands in contrast to the “official” view that sees learning as occasional, hard work, and easily forgotten. This is the kind that occurs much too often in formal schooling. He argues, “We can only learn from activities that are interesting and comprehensible to us, in other words, activities that are satisfying. If this is not the case, only inefficient rote learning, or memorization, is available to us and forgetting is inevitable” (p. 87).

In a set of initiatives that began in the 1970s, researchers in Sweden, Great Britain, and Australia semi-independently developed the idea that teachers, educational assessors, and researchers should pay attention to the experience of student learning, not just to the activities (Marton, Hounsell, and Entwistle, 1984, 1997). Their observations reveal that some students exhibit a “deep approach to learning” whereas others use a “surface approach.” In the former, students seek a personal, meaningful understanding of the material being studied and the latter are content to simply reproduce the information presented during the course (1997, p. x).

An awareness of this distinction implies that teachers need to think about the impact of how they teach and assess, and not just on how much students learn but on the quality of that learning.

Now that we have all these new perspectives and paradigms, what can or should teachers do differently? What new ways of teaching and learning
Exhibit 1.3. Old and New Paradigms for College Teaching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old Paradigm</th>
<th>New Paradigm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Jointly constructed by students and faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive vessel to be filled by faculty’s knowledge</td>
<td>Active constructor, discoverer, transformer of knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memorizing</td>
<td>Relating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classify and sort students</td>
<td>Develop students’ competencies and talents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students strive to complete requirements, achieve certification within a discipline.</td>
<td>Students strive to focus on continual lifelong learning within a broader system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impersonal relationship among students and between faculty and students</td>
<td>Personal relationship among students and between faculty and students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competitive, individualistic</td>
<td>Cooperative learning in classroom and cooperative teams among faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conformity, cultural uniformity</td>
<td>Diversity and personal esteem; cultural diversity and commonality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty holds and exercises power, authority, and control.</td>
<td>Students are empowered; power is shared among students and between students and faculty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm-referenced (that is, grading on the curve); typically use multiple-choice items; student rating of instruction at end of course</td>
<td>Criterion-referenced (that is, grading to predefined standards); typically use performances and portfolios; continual assessment of instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical-scientific</td>
<td>Narrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reductionist; facts and memorization</td>
<td>Constructivist; inquiry and invention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drill and practice; textbook substitute; chalk-and-talk substitute</td>
<td>Problem solving, communication, collaboration, information access, expression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any expert can teach</td>
<td>Teaching is complex and requires considerable training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

have been developed that can augment the traditional practices of lecture and class discussion?

New Forms of Teaching

Since the 1990s teachers have been experimenting with and exploring a number of alternative approaches that fall under the general heading of active and experiential learning. Despite the fact that these efforts have proceeded in a more or less uncoordinated fashion, teachers—supported by an increasing number of campus-based teaching and learning centers—have found value in the following ways of teaching and learning.

There are a number of books that summarize many of the new ideas on teaching and learning that have emerged in the last few decades. Among the ones I have found useful are *What the Best College Teachers Do*, by Ken Bain (2004); *Tools for Teaching*, 2nd ed., by Barbara Davis (2009); *McKeachie's Teaching Tips*, 14th ed., edited by Marilla Svinicki and Wilbert McKeachie (2010); and *Teaching at Its Best*, 3rd ed., by Linda B. Nilson (2010). There is also a very popular Web site that performs this task well: http://honolulu.hawaii.edu/intranet/committees/FacDevCom/guidebk/teachtip/teachtip.htm.

**Active Learning.** Most of the books written about college teaching before 1990 consisted of tips on how to be more effective lecturers. But when the first book about active learning was published in 1991 (Bonwell and Eison), college teachers received a whole new perspective on what they might do in the classroom: provide students with more experiential learning activities and opportunities to reflect on the meaning of those activities. Later, authors merged this perspective with the question of how to “engage” students more fully (Barkley, 2010).

**Writing to Learn.** Teachers have used writing for many years—but primarily to assess learning with term papers and essay questions on tests rather than as an integral part of the learning process. The whole writing-across-the-curriculum effort made the argument that writing activities can also enhance the process and quality of student learning (Zinsser, 1988; Bean, 1996).

**How Students Learn.** Since the 1990s, there has been much research on learning, especially college-level learning. Research on the brain works has offered numerous insights for creating effective learning experiences for students (Zull, 2002). Svinicki (2004) summarized the literature on
motivation and learning, and Ambrose and her colleagues (2010) identified seven principles of how learning works, each with implications for how to teach more effectively.

**Small-Group Learning.** Also since the 1990s there has been a dramatic increase in the use of small groups, sometimes in the form of temporary groups (as with cooperative learning) and sometimes in the form of permanent groups that develop into high-performance teams (team-based learning). Given the right kind of structure and assignments, small groups can create powerful kinds of learning—about the subject, the problem-solving process, oneself, working with others, crosscultural awareness, and so on (Johnson, Johnson, and Smith, 1991; Millis and Cottell, 1998; Duch, Groh, and Allen, 2001; Michaelsen, Knight, and Fink, 2004).

**Assessment as Learning.** Teachers have of course been assessing students as long as formal education has existed but more recently educators have been finding ways to incorporate assessment activities as part of the learning process itself. Alverno College in Wisconsin uses learning portfolios and the resources of its extensive assessment center to give continuous developmental feedback to students about their learning as part of what the staff call “student assessment as learning” (Mentkowski, 1999). At the level of individual courses, the now-popular classroom assessment techniques serve the same purpose: feedback, usually ungraded, is provided frequently so students can enhance the quality of their learning and teachers can assess the effectiveness of different teaching and learning techniques and strategies (Angelo and Cross, 1993). Grant Wiggins offered another very powerful concept, that of “educative assessment,” meaning the assessment process not only reflects what students can currently do but it also actually educates and thereby enhances what students can do (Wiggins, 1998).

**Service Learning.** Although it has a number of historical predecessors, service learning has emerged rapidly during the 1990s as a way of linking higher education with a felt need for more community involvement, both by students and by the institution itself. The basic idea is that students enroll in a course on a given topic, and then during the course engage in some kind of related activity in the community. By adding an experience component that involves service to others and a chance to observe significant community problems or issues, students add a whole new dimension of quality to their learning (Jacoby, 1996; Rhoads and Howard, 1998; Zlotkowski, 1998).
Reflecting on One’s Own Teaching or Learning. During the 1990s several books were published for college professors that described the benefits of, and procedures for, reflecting on their own teaching more fully (Brookfield, 1995; Seldin, 2010). Later John Zubizarreta assembled ideas on how professors could guide students through a similar process of reflecting on their own learning via learning portfolios (2009).

Instructional Technology. Although higher education has been relatively slow to adopt new teaching technology, since 2000 there has been a rapid increase in some forms of technology. Use of PowerPoint slides has become widespread, some would say perhaps overused. But the use of course management software such as Blackboard and Desire2Learn are now fairly common. Eric Mazur (1996) has helped promote the use of clickers as a way of collecting and summarizing student responses to problem-solving or thought questions in the classroom. One writer has argued persuasively for the benefits of using technology outside the classroom as a way of enhancing application activities in the classroom (Bowen, 2012).

The number of new ideas has become so great that what is needed now is a conceptual framework that will organize these ideas and show more clearly how they relate to one another. In my view, this is one of the reasons we need a thorough understanding of the course design process.

The Significance of Learning About Course Design

What is it that faculty need to learn about and can learn about that will enable them to provide a higher-quality learning experience for students? In my view, four general aspects of teaching—sketched in Figure 1.1—are involved in all teaching, regardless of whether that teaching is effective or ineffective, traditional or innovative. All teachers need to have some knowledge of the subject matter, make decisions about the design of their instruction, interact with students, and manage course events. The first two in general take place before the course begins; the other two after it begins.

This view implies that teachers who want to improve their teaching can do so by improving their competence in one or more of these four aspects of teaching. Improving any one of these aspects of teaching will clearly be of value. However, based on my several years of experience working with
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For example, most college faculty members have a good command of their subject matter, thanks to that being the dominant focus in graduate school and in the faculty-selection procedures at most institutions. Although it is true that some faculty could benefit from rethinking what beginning learners need to learn (as opposed to advanced learners like themselves), overall, knowledge of subject matter is not a major bottleneck to better teaching and learning in higher education.

**Teacher-student interactions** is an umbrella term that refers to all the different ways teachers interact with their students: lecturing, leading class discussions, meeting with individual students during office hours, communicating by e-mail, and so on. This aspect of teaching, in my observation, is a skill that runs the full spectrum from poor to excellent. Some faculty members have a personality and a set of social skills that make it easy for them to interact naturally with students in a way that enhances learning. Others need to learn how to be more dynamic, establish better credibility, and otherwise relate better with their students. For a significant percentage of college teachers, learning how to improve their interactions with students would be a major advance. For the others, this is not a primary problem.

**Course management** refers to being organized and ready for the different events in a course, for example, by having assignments ready when they are needed, grading and returning exams promptly, having grade information ready when a student requests it, and so on. Occasionally I see situations...
in which this is a serious problem. But for most professors, course management is not a major problem.

*Design of instruction*, in contrast to interacting with students, is a skill in which few college-level teachers have extensive training. Some have been fortunate enough to learn about the design of learning experiences because they went through teacher training as an undergraduate, had a course on this subject as a graduate student, or have participated in an in-service faculty development program on instructional design. But most faculty members simply follow the traditional ways of teaching in their particular discipline. They lack the conceptual tools they need to significantly rethink and reconstruct the set of teaching and learning activities they use. In my experience, of these four basic aspects of teaching, faculty knowledge about course design is the most significant bottleneck to better teaching and learning in higher education.

**Potential Impact on Problems Faced by Teachers**

Looking at these fundamental tasks of teaching another way, it also seems that course design has the greatest potential for solving the problems that faculty frequently face in their teaching. To test this proposition, it’s useful to look at three common problems and ask which of three possible responses is likely to be of most value.

*Getting Students to Prepare Before Class.* Teachers frequently complain that they cannot get students to do their reading and other homework assignments before coming to class, hence, the class is unprepared for working on challenging problems and questions. What might a faculty member do to address this problem?

- Assign bigger penalties for not doing the readings beforehand.
- Give students a pep talk.
- Redesign the course to give students a reason to do the readings.

All three options are potentially helpful but most people select the redesign option as most likely to solve the preparation problem and thereby position students to engage in a more significant learning experience.

*Student Boredom.* Another common problem is that students are bored, either with the teacher’s lectures or with the whole course. If the teacher wants to do something about student boredom in a way that would have
the biggest impact on the quality of student learning, which of the following options, based on the three of the four aspects of teaching, would most likely accomplish this goal?

- Enhance the teacher’s lecturing skills.
- Insert more material from cutting-edge research.
- Redesign the course to replace lecturing with more active learning.

Each of these responses has the potential to reduce student boredom but when I present this question in workshops for teachers, participants almost always select the third option, and I would wholeheartedly agree. Redesigning the course to incorporate more active learning has the greatest potential not only to solve the student boredom problem but also to increase the quality of student learning.

**Poor Retention of Knowledge.** To test this general proposition one more time, a third problem that teachers sometimes confront is that their students seem to learn the material in a course, as evidenced by exam scores, but then they seem unable to retain this knowledge when they move on to other courses. What could a teacher do to solve this problem?

- Make the tests better (or tougher).
- Give students a refresher course during intersession.
- Redesign the course to give students more experience with using what they have learned.

Most research would support the third option again in the expectation that opportunities to apply knowledge will lead to deeper understanding and greater retention of the learning. And this means redesigning the course to provide more application opportunities.

**Overall Significance of Learning About Course Design**

It is valuable for several reasons for faculty members to learn effective procedures for designing courses. It will give them the tools they need to move much closer to making their dreams about student learning a reality. It will allow them to address many of the classroom problems they face as teachers. It will provide an organizing framework for understanding the role and significance of many of the new ideas on teaching. And it will provide institution leaders with a needed direction for improving the quality of
educational curricula and the quality of instruction in the courses within those curricula.

Although I clearly understand and acknowledge the important roles that content knowledge and interacting well with students have in teaching, I have become convinced over the years that learning how to design courses is the missing link that can integrate new ideas about teaching, solve major teaching problems, and allow institutions to offer better support for faculty and better educational programs for students (and society).

An Invitation to a New Way of Thinking About Teaching

I began this chapter by noting that college teachers everywhere continually face the question of whether to keep teaching the way they always have or to learn how to change and improve. I built a case for change by describing the need for better learning by students, the availability of new and seemingly better ideas about college teaching, and the fact that institutions are in a period of change and hence may be able to provide better support for faculty change. In my view, this all adds up to an invitation to change and to develop new ways of thinking about teaching and learning. The situation has never been better for faculty to learn and to begin to find the intellectual and institutional support they need to create the kinds of learning experiences for students that faculty in fact wish for in their own special dreams.

This book is my effort to organize and present ideas about one fundamental part of the whole change process—that of designing instruction. If faculty can learn how to design their courses more effectively, students are much more likely to have significant learning experiences, the kind that are being called for in many parts of society today.

But this book is also about dreams. My dream is that faculty will be encouraged to embrace their own dreams about teaching and learning. But I hope they will not only dream of something special happening; they will also come to believe it is possible to make it happen.

To get this process started, Chapter Two introduces a language for articulating learning goals that will allow faculty and other educational leaders to more effectively describe the kinds of learning that they value and dream about.